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Foreword . . 

The decade ahead will call on all segments of the private sector .and all levels of 
government to work together toward solution of the energy problems confronting this . .  ' . . 

nation and the world through application of engineering expertise. The energy shortage is 
the most. widespread technologic and economic problem facing our nation today.. . . 

Development of conservation techniques and alternative energy sources are two areas that . ' , 

will demand much of the engineer's effort in the 1980s. 
. . 

The National Society of Professional Engineers is issuing this Proceedings of the ,:. ., 

contracting Seminar held a t  the NSPE Annual Meeting in July 1979 with the hope that . . 

clarification of the contracting process as perceived by both the A-E firms and the various 
government agencies will facilitate their interaction. . . 

NSPE Contracting Seminar Chairman 

vii 



Introduction and Overview 



Contracting Seminar 
Chair man 

Percy Brewington, Jr., Professional Engineer, is Deputy Manager 
for Enrichment Expansion Projects, Oak Ridge Operations Office, 
Department of Energy. Mr. Brewington is responsible for managing the 
design and construction of the multibillion-dollar Gas Centrifuge 
Enrichment Plant (CGEP) a t  Portsmouth, Ohio. 

This seminar discusses the government-private sector engineering team for 
accomplishing engineering for the government. As all of you are aware, this country is 
faced with a challenge in meeting our energy needs. Although that challenge is different 
from many of those the eountry has faced before, one of the principal keys to the solution 
that has been applied to other historic challenges in successfully meeting past problems is 
the application of this country's technological capability and its ability to apply that 
technology through construction and engineering. What makes the energy situation 
unique from our past challenges is that we have suddenly recognized that this country's 
once vast petroleum reserves, a principal source of energy, are fast being dissipated. We 
have looked to foreign sources to make up the difference in our energy needs. Now we 
recognize that we mast look to other natural resources to rcducc our dependency on 
important oil, and, more importantly, we need to look at that most important resource, 
which is still the best in the world, our technological capability. 

the Great Depression of the 1930s, 

World War I1 in the 1940s, 

the expansions of the 19508, 

the space program of the 1960s, and 

dealing with the environment in the 1970s. 



Our challenge for the 1980s wil l  focus on energy. That challenge will involve 
commitments in every level of the private sector and in all levels of government. It will 
certainly take signihcant initiatives on the part of the federal government. As in the past, 
such initiatives must be accomplished as a team effort between the government and the 
private sector. The purpose of this symposium is to discuss how three particular 
government agencies team together with the private sector ta accomplish engineering. The 
three agencies are the Corps of Engineers, the Department of Energy (DOE), and the 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). For good and sufficient reasons, the approach in 
accomplishing engineering is different for the different agencies. 

The Corps of Engineers has a worldwide construction program with work loads that 
shift not only nationally, but internationally. The Corps has developed a group of highly 
competent engineers who manage the projects with a high percentage of the design being 
accomplished by architect-engineers (A-Es) but generally with the independent review 
accomplished by employees of the Corps. Lee Garrett, who is Chief of the Engineering 
Division for the Corps' military programs, will give this perspective. 

The W A ,  on the other hand, has well-established, narrower geographic boundaries 
and a long-term, stable engineering and construction program, and it has had the 
opportunity to build a highly competent engineering and construction force of its own. 
Consequently, because the TVA can more effectively accomplish a higher percentage of its 
tasks with its own forces, i t  puts less dependence on A-E support. Roy Dunham, who 
is Director of Engineering Design for TVA, will present the perspective from TVA's 
viewpoint. 

The DOE and its predecessor organizations, which include the Energy Research and 
Development Administration and the Atomic Energy Commission, have traditionally put 
heavy reliance on A-Es and on the DOE's operating contractors, who have strong 
capabilities directed at specific endeavors and who provide a continuity of expertise. The 
DOE and its predecessors have depended on a small government force for managing and 
coordinating the engineering and construction programs and have not built up a capacity 
for design or for independent review. John Milloway, who is Assistant Manager for 
Construction and Engineering of DOE's Oak Ridge Operations (ORO), and who is 
responsible for one of DOE'S largest and most diverse engineering and construction 
programs, will give us the DOE viewpoint. 

Following these presentations, we will have a question and answer period and then 
turn to how A-Es respond to joining this team effort. We have asked principals of three firms 
to discuss how they work as part of the government team and how they manage the work, as 
well as to discuss the requirements they must meet and the hurdles they must get over in 
working for the government. 

Mark Dusbabek, who has been Executive Manager of Projects for Fluor Engineers and 
Constructors, Inc., and who is currently Project Manager for Fluor's multimillion-dollar 
engineering effort associated with the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant a t  Portsmouth, 
Ohio, will give the perspective from a large firm. 

Next we will hear from Henry Schrader, a principal of Dalton-Dalton-Newport, Inc., on 
the perspective of a medium-size firm. 

Ervin Newman, who is Vice-President of Crouch and Adams, wil l  add the perspective 
of a smaller firm. 



Following these discussions of the more traditional services, we will hear from 
Robert Carroll, who is Vice-president and General Manager of Systcm Development 
Corporation's Energy and Engineering Division in Santa Monica, California. He will tell 
us about how his firm is teamed with the government in  the area of systems engineering 
and management support. Following his remarks, the panel will again be open for 
questions. 

I think you will find the presentations informative and interesting. The challenge for 
the government and industry to team together to apply technology to meet the energy 
problems while continuing to meet the demands of other diversified programs is an  
important task. 
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Lee S. Garrett,$ Prof~wwionsrl Engineer, is wit11 Ihe U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Mr. Garrett is presently stationed in Washington, D.C., and is 
Chief, Engineering Division, Military Programs of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. Previously, he was Chief, Engineering, for the Corps' South 
Atlantic Division in Atlanta, Georgia, and Chief, Engineering, of the 
Huntsville Division, Huntsville, Alabama. 

The Corps of Engineers went from having all its work done by its own personnel to 
using architect-engineers (A-Es) because that is the only way the Corps could get the work 
done. Let us talk about what our program looks like in construction dollars+ what it looks 
like in A-E dollars, who eventually does the work, how the work is accomplished, and how 
the A-E selection process works. 

We have a many-faceted (Slide 1) pr&am. Although we don't just work for the Army, 
we do between $700 million and $800 million worth of work each year for the Military 
Construction Army (MCA). We do about $350 million to $500 million in work for the Air 
Force (AF) and for Production Bass Support (PBS) and Housing. There are other things like 
reserve centers for the National Guard, special projects such as a laser facility in White 
Sands, and many programs of that kind. 

We also do some foreign work. We do $1 billion to $3 billion worth of work a year-all of 
it reimbursed by the Saudis-for the Saudi Arabian government. We are just now starting a 
program in Israel, b t h e  north of the Gulf of Aqaba, that will bea part of the Mideast treaty. 
Two air bases that yill be relocated there will bring in about $80 million. Beyond this, the 
civil works program brings in about $2 billion a year, of which about $800 million is for 
construction work. 

I indicated that the work of the Corps is done throughout the world (Slide 2), but this is 
not quite correct. Theworld is divided up; we do certain things in certain pa* of it, and the 
Navy Facility Engineer Command does military work in certain other parts. However, we 
generally do all the work from Afghanistan westward except England and some work for 
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the Navy in Spain. The Air Force does the work in England, the Navy does it in Spain, and 
we do it in the rest of Europe. In the Pacific, we do all the workin Japan, Korea, and out that 
way. About 30% of the Army Corps' services are in Europe, so the MCA has continued to do 
a great deal of work there, as well. 

Now let us compare construction dollars with A-E dollars (Slide 3). In 1970, the 
government did $158 million of A-E services by contract. They bought that much 
contracting in 1970, of which the Corps did about $51 millian, or 35%. By 1975, the 
government had bought as much as $250 million, and we did about $95 million worth, or 
almost 40% of the work. This past year, 1978, the Corps alone contracted for $190 million 
worth of engineering services. The trend for contracting is upward, and if the Congress will 
give us the money, it will continue to rise. I do not know what the btal is, but I: suspect our 
contracts will again be 35 to 40% of the total. 

A-E CONTRACTING - DOLLAR VOLUME 
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PROCUREMENT 
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The A-E contracting is a big program; Slide 4 outlines who does it for the Corps of 
Engineers. We have about 40 district offices around the world from Alabatan, Saudia 
Arabia, to Soho, Korea; and there are 34 of them in the United States proper. The district 
offices in this country do the contracting for us, by and large. The staff of our division 
offices pushes the work out and reviews the output from the distrids. If the work is done 
in-house or if it is a technical review on work done by an A-E, it is done in  the district offices. 
We a t  the Ofice of Chief of Engineers (OCE) try to provide them the resources and guidance 
to the basic rules for accomplishing work, as well as the standards that their work will be 
judged against. But, with few exceptions, the guy who does the real workis the one out in the 



district office. Throughout the world and in the operating divisions, in Huntsville, 
Alabama; 51 Europe; and in the Mideast, 

Our work is a combination of in-house effort and A-E help. In OF military program, our 
in-house forces do about 25% of the work (Slide 5). We do not waht to become a broker 
organization, just a contractor. We want to maintain our capability as an engineering 
organization to keep our design workers up to date. It gives us the opportunity to relate more 
closely to A-Es, who are doing 75 to 95% of our work. This policy also lets us attract and keep 
more people, and it allows us to regulate the amount of contract work and maintain our 
in-house forces at a relatively stable level. Finally, we can more immediately respond to 
crisis while getting a contract operation under way. So, we will always do some work 
in-house. 



What do we do with the other 75%, the part that we do outside our shop (Slide 6)? We buy 
services and program elements. To do a program, you can buy services and program 
elements in the programming, budgetary, and design stages; and you can buy services 
during the mn~tmction, operation, and maintenance stages. However, we buy most of our 
services for the design effort. In our case (Slide 7), design services include drawings, 
specifications, design analysis, coat estimates, and trade-off studies like energy analysis, 
life cycle cost analysis, and others. 

@ DRAWINGS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DESIGN ANALYSES ' 

COST ESTIMATES 



How do we buy the design services (Slide 8)? First, we must buy them in accordance 
with public law 92-582, the Brooks Ad, with the procurement regulations, which are now 
the Department of Defense @OD) acquisition regulations rather than the Armed Services 
Procurement Regulations; with the DOD selection policy, which is A-E selection policy; and 
with our own implementing regulations, which must conform to the law. An excerpt from 
public law 92-582 is given in Slide 9. We think this is the proper policy because (Slide 10) it 



provides a metbod firr ~ e l ~ g ~  known ta have expertbe and e&8nce appropriate 
ta each projectect So we brg Q pick Gnns with d e m o n s t r a ~ m m ~ n o e  according to t l ie law, 
negotiate for the best people, work out a8dona-hr-13ewi= canWw$ on &e b a ~ i g  ofmutual 
~31dmh&g,  and during neg&ati~ns elhbia! any amtingmcies @ &at conbc?t. 

We Bare recently been crithed by a congmwional w$IMiW~far changing m e  A-E 
contracts, bat we are trying ta explain to Congrem %at patting continpendse in aeontract 
allows uer to add do^ elinrlnab wsb for w m 6 ~  that me unexpddly needed or not needed. 
~~a~ a wm%r&i aim elixninkitw $he mggd~lt&ve ef€ort that 28 associated with the 
bidding procwsi. ~ n a e g a * ~ ,  alvsqIyoa@ek~m&&e~&w, andhavingWonal eontact 
with him, you get to look both him a d  %he principal in the eye and have a~ agreement. You 
do not have that h a bidding dtuatim, 

To select fhm to wark for it (Sde ll) ,  the DOD says the same thing as the law it 
m a t  make up any new laws. h om aeareh 'fw A-E firZ138, we look fox specialized 
experience for the m e  of jab to be done, the cslpaeiCyto meet schedtules, experience and good 
past perfomance, the general geogtaphh Loca%ion of a firm, and t@ volume of work that 
has been awarded to it previonely. Mast importantly, we must be sum we have hired people 
with the capability and enough of them to do the work. We do try to spread the work around 
where the. capability exists, and we make special arrangements for minority and small 
business enterprises. We i i ~  the Corps set a goal in 1978 to do 5% of our work with minority 
b&-, bat it turned out that we diii something like 11%$ and by dollar volume we did 
near137 5% of our total work with them: We set the goal a little higher in 1979, in fkth 
period 111 out of about 750 contracts awarded, or about 1594, have been to mina~ty buein~srs 
. enkqwises. 

Let uw talk a h a  the ~~s of awarding contracts (Slide 12). First, somebody ha8 to 
need something, then we have to authorize oomebody to do design, andthen, in ~hccmd8ace 
with the Brooks Act, we must announce it-a very key thing. We do that in the Commerce 



side 12 

Business Daily. Once there has been a response to that announcement, our A-E preselection 
board takes all of the responses and reduces them from about 100 or 125 to 15 or 20. We then 
give the results of that preselection to a selection board, and they reduce the number to 
between three and six. They then have interviews with those three to six firms. Based on 
those interviews, the board seleds a slate of three firms in order of  reference. That noes to 



is. If it is less than $200,000, (CO), the contracting officer, usually the district engineer (DE), 
can approve it. If it is over $200,000 and less than $850,000, it goes to the division level for 
approval (DA); and if it is over that, it goes to the OCE. It may even ultimately go to the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (ASD) for approval. Once the contract is approved, the 
approval authority notifies the A-E and sends him a request for a formal proposal. If e e  fee 
is over $100,000, the proposal that the authority receives goes to  audit. The audit completes 
the negotiation, and a contract is awarded. 

In 1957, this process took between 2 weeks and 30 days; in the 1960s, between 30 and 
45 days; and f d a y ,  on the average of 162 days if the contract is over $100,000. Slide 13 
shows these steps. The appoval process averages 162 days, which is a t e d m l l y  long time. 
We are trying tr, work out ways to cut that time down by having certain authoritie~ or 
requirements m i s d  or removed, but we have not been able to do it yet. 

CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES REQUIRED 
FOR A-E CONTRACTS 

Slide 13 

ACT IVlTY 
TIME IN CALENDAR DAYS 

0 10 80 120 1 200 240 280 

Congress also has put certain other goals on us, and one of them is to know exactly how 
much something is going to cost before we ask for the money. What they want from us is a 
plan in which we have confidence and which, in turn, gives them confidence. So they say 
not to request money to build anything until we are at a conceptual stage of design, which 
will be about 35% complete at that time. We hope to be up to 55% for the completion of the 
conceptual design at the time we go to Congress, usually in February of each calendar year, 
and we expect to get money the following fall. 

Once we get the money, the DOD puts certain goals on us: to have 25% of our program 
awarded by the end of the first quarter after we get the money; 50% by the end of the second; 
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75% by the end of the third; a total of 90% by the end of that fiscal year (12 months after we 
receive the money); and 100% within 15 months after receiving it. So for the selection 
process itself, we have certain goals, and to meet them, we have to start about two years 
before the money is to be awarded in  that long process, plus time is needed to reach the 
conceptual stage of design. 

I offered to say something about the competition for an A-E contract (Slide 14)., The 
House Appropriations Committee and the Senate said that the Army is to conduct a 
competitive test, and, based on its results, $5 million worth of the military program will be 
awarded. The program we devised used six approaches in which testing on small, medium, 
and large projects was arranged. We decided to make about five projects (small ones) purely 
competitive: We announced the scope of work, the A-E named a price, and we took the 
lowest price. 

FY 79 MCA Conqressional Initiatives 

A. Competition for A-E contracts 

9. Reprogramming criteria 

C. Energy 

5-year fund availability 

E. Minor construction 

Slide 14 

Each of the other projects, however, was evaluated in some way: We either got a price 
per dollar or changed the project. We sent the test to the Congress through the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense. Based on the test that we submitted and on what they had told us 
to do, the process was declared illegal, and we have not proceeded further with it. It is my 
feeling that someday we will be forced to do competition, but we are not doing it now. 

Another initiative the Congress has laid out is one of reprogramming criteria. The 
Congress now has said we cannot build a project without coming back to Congress if it 
exceeds the original program amount by either 25% or a million dollars, whichever is less, 
even if we receive enough money from somewhere else. So if we design a $40 million project 
and it runs over 2 or 3%, we have to go back to Congress because we will have exceeded that 
million dollars. So there are severe limitations, and the need to design the project to stay 
within cost restrictions is going to grow. 

As for energy requirements, an executive order requires us to reduce energy 
consumption in all new facilities by25%of the 1975 level by 1980. It now requires that 25% of 
our projects have some solar applications in them. There are increasing demands on the 



coordinated engineering efforts we must have between the government and the A-E 
industry that does a large part of our work. Toward that end we want to improve (Slide 15), 
and to improve, we must improve together. 





Roy H. Dunham, Professional Engineer, is the Diredor of 
Engineering Design of the Tennessee Valley Authority. He joined that 
organization in June 1950 in the Mechanical Engineering Branch of the 
Division of Engineering Design. In August 1971, he was appointed to the 
position of Assistant Director of Engineering Design, and in February 1973, 
he was appointed Director of Engineering Design with full responsibility for 
power generation facilities. 

To start with, we need to look briefly at the history of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA) to understand what TVA's Division of Engineering Design does; then 
we will talk more about how we do our work. Keep in mind that, following top-level 
policy, TVA has, over the years, done as much of its own engineering design work as 
possible. This policy has greatly influenced the type of organization we have and the 
kind of contracting we do with A-Es. In 1933, when TVA was formed, the Division of 
Engineering Design was started. This particular chart (Slide 1) indicates the types of 
work that predominated during the various periods. From the early days until the 1950s, 
most of the work was with hydroelectric projects. A little fossil fuel work was done 
during World War 11, but the real fossil-steam era of power generation came in 1950 and 
is still going today. 

When we got into the nuclear business in the middle 19608, things changed 
drastically. Now we have the theory of operation that with the responsibility that has 
been given to us, we should maintain a relatively stable organization, but sometimes we 
have not been very successful in doing that. I t  was not too bad until the nuclear era, but 
during that period three particular downturns took place. The military took care of the 
downturn between 1942 and 1945 when the work was dropping off. There was some 
reduction in force in the middle 1950s and a very slight reduction in the middle 1960s. 
When we got into the nuclear business, we were still learning about nuclear energy, but 
we soon recognized that many more people (per kilowatt-hour) would be needed to do 



nuclear than to do hydroelectric or fossil fuel work, so the number of folks at TVA rose 
dramatically. It takes about three times as many people to do the total engineering 
design effort on a nuclear plant as on a fossil fuel-burning steam plant, but that is a 
guess because we have not done the engineering design work on a new fossil-steam 
plant since 1972. During this period, we have been modifying old fossil fuel plants and 
adding devices to prevent or reduce air pollution. We are engaged in a rather heavy 
program in that area. This theory of operation should give you some background on how 
we do our work. 

Now to give you an idea of how our work is organized, the Division of Ehgheering 
Design, which is. located here in Knoxville, is responsible for providing the engineering 
design work for power generation and other 'I'VA facilities, with the exceptions of 
transmission facilities and the Office of Agricultural and Chemical Development. That 
office is located in Muscle Shoals, Alabama. The transmission design work and 
construction work is done by a relatively small organization, the Office of Power, and 
the agricultural and chemical development people primarily do engineering to develop 
fertilizer processes. 

Looking a t  Slide 2, we can see what the total engineering design budget has been for 
this and the previous nine years with respect to the earlier program. This budget 
includes our payroll and general overhead. Because inflation has been a rather 
signiscant fador over these years, the budget does not correlate directly with the 
number of people employed at  TVA in previous years. Qn the other hand, the 
construction budget (Slide 3) relates directly to the engineering budget (Slide 2). This 
year our construction budget is about $2 billion, and the engineering budget is $108 
million to support that conskuction budget. 

Let us talk a little bit about how we do our work. Until 1974, we were staying close to 
the policy that we do essentially all of our own work, but it became obvious during $hat 
time that we did not want to become as large as we would have to be to handle the 
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nuclear units that were given to us to do. Furthermore, we could not train or acquire the 
necessary people rapidly enough to do it, anyway. So we began to have some of our work 
done outside the TVA. This table (Slide 4) compares the percentage of our work (in 
equivalent man-hours) we have done ourselves with the percentage of it our contractors 
have done for us. The comparison is given in equivalent work (rather than dollars) 
because we can  get work done outside in four different ways. The first way uses a typical 
A-E contract. The second uses A-E forces directly through what we call a personal 
service contract. The third expands the scope of our major suppliers. We can do this by 
including in the specifications and scoping documents certain A-E work that the vendor 
would subcontract out to a normal A-E firm if the vendor could not do it in-house, and 
most vendors cannot. Finally, the fourth way to put work outside uses turnkey contracts. 
Those contracts would be with a general'contractor who would then subcontract out the 
A-E part of his work, provide and direct all.materials, and furnish us with a completed 
turnkey project. The last procedure, in effect, puts work outside that we would have done 
in  the past had we had the people to do it, and it does not require a great deal of our own 
effort. I t  is a method that we can and do use, though. 

ENGINEERING DESIGN PROGRAM 

WORK ACCOMPLISHED INHOUSE AND BY CONTRACTOR 

Fiscal Year 
Percent By 
EN DES ' 

Percent By 
Contractor 

Slide 4 

Turnkey contracts must be used only for projects that can be scoped very 
/ 

definitively, so that we know and can specify exactly what we want. An example is the 
addition of a precipitator to a n  existing power plant. Having been in this work many 
years ourselves, we, in effect, make a conceptual design that goes into moderate detail, 
and then we turn it over to a general contractor on a bid basis. 

The first two methods I talked about are the A-E contract and the personal service 
contract (Slide 5). The first kind is the most typical in the industry. With it, the 
responsibility for the work passes to the A-E contractor, and that is the significant 
distinction of this category. With the personal service contract, the work could be 



I DESCRIPTION OF A-E AND PERSONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS 

Engineering Design is currently using two methods of contracting for A-E services. 

The two methods are A-E contracts and Personal'service Contracts. 

I An A-E contract would typically be used where EN DES lacks either familiarity with the 

type of work or sufficient personnel to meet schedule demands. The typical A-E contract 

requires formal advertising for a specific project. Under this arrangement, the A-E firm is 

responsible for the technical adequacy of the work. For this concept to be successful, 

packages of work must be carefully selected where a minimum of coordination with 

EN DES and other organizations i s  necessary. 

Personal Service Contracts are used when available manpower resources will not be 

sufficient to  meet EN DES schedules or when specialized skill i s  not available within 

EN DES. Under a personal service contract an A-E firm would act as an extension of 

EN DES providing an immediate response to our needs. In  addition, the use of a 

personal service contract in which the exact A-E services to be performed are not 

specified provides the necessary flexibility needed to meet our workload demands. 

Under a personal service contract. EN DES, not the A-E, retains final responsibility for 

1 Slide 5 

provided by a typical A-E, by a consultant, or by a group of specialists. We regard this 
service a s  a n  extension of our engineering design effort, and we retain the overall. 
responsibility for the job. That is the distinction of the personal service contract. In some 
instances, we use A-E services for only one or two disiciplines under the personal service 
contract, and we provide the rest. Obviously, that takes rather close coordination on a 
complicated job, but we would use that approach for circumstances'in which we have a 
shortage of a discipline or two. 

Now to get these kinds of contracts we generally follow the Brdoks Act, alt'hough we 
are not required to by law. The TVA published in the ~ e d e r a l  Register a modified version 
of the Brooks Act, .which i t  follows and which we have to go through by virtue of our 
own internal law. The A-E contract typically takes about six months to finalize from the 
time we first identify and understand what it is we want to contract out. The personal 
service contract takes about three months. But even three months is a great deal of time 
when something comes up suddenly and we need help. As a consequence, about a year 
ago we devised a mechanism of putting several A-E firms on a standby basis, so a t  this 
time we have standing contracts with ten major A-E firms and six or eight primarily 

Although the work is not identified or defined, our understanding is..that'when we do 
identify it, we can just look through the list of experience and expertise that  has been 
arrived a t  in negotiations to get those standing contracts, and we can and have put 
major A-Es to work in  a matter of days. This has, therefore, turned out to be a way that 
we can bypass the red tape. Because personal service contracts can only be for one year 
a t  a time, according to another T V 4  rule, we either must extend the first contract or get 
a new one to carry on with a particular type of job. 



Slide 6 shows examples of turnkey contracts. I t  shows that, in 1979, we have 
outstanding turnkey contracts that  have taken the equivalent of 63 man-years outside 
our shop. So this aspect is not a very large portion of our total work. 

ENGINEERING DESIGN WORK DONE ON 
TURNKEY CONTRACTS 

Fiscal Year 

1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

Equivalent 
Man-Years 

1 
7 

20 
14 
25 
63 
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At present, we have 14 nuclear units in various stages of engineering design and 
construction (see Slide 1). We have not started a new project of that nature for four or 
five years. Furthermore, we have not started a major coal-fired plant addition since 
1972. So why does the curve not drop off to zero in 1979? It  is because work on nuclear 
plants has  a habit of dragging out. Even though we have not started a new plant in  
quite a while, a great deal of backlog will carry us on in the nuclear business for quite 
awhile, but then it will gradually taper off unless some new major projects are started. 
We are now working on a number of small projects, but they require few people. So 
without new projects being assigned to us, our work in  the future will actually show a 
reduction in numbers of employees. 

With that particular influence working, our inclination is to draw back most of the 
outside work to in-house work if we have the expertise to do it. As new technologies 
develop, we frequently find that  we are short on certain types of expertise, so we do the 
obvious and look for outside help that has  the appropriate capabilities for our projects. 
Our basic theory is that  we select outside help based primarily on the experience and 
capability to handle the work: 



John T. Milloway, Profeemonal Engineer, is with the Department of 
Energy. Mr. Milloway joined the Atomic Energy Commission in 1952 andin 
1968 was promoted to Chief, Special Projects Branch, Construction 
Division. In 1972 he became Deputy Diredor, Engineering Division, and 
two years later became Director. Since 1976, he has served as Assistant 
' ~anager  for Construction and Engineering in the Oak Ridge Operations 
office of the Department of Energy. 

I would like to speak about Department of Energy (DOE) policy in contracting for 
architectiengiaeer (A-E) services with an orientation toward the Oak Ridge Operations 
(ORO) office (Slide 1). We think that the procedures we use here are very similar to those 
used by other offices and by headquarters for studies, assessments, and surveys. We will 
talk about prime contracts to the DOE. 

A quick summary of my presentation is given in the next slide (Slide 2). I would like 
to talk about A-E selection policy, statutory requirements, and departmental procedures. 
I would like to give some background information on the DOE-OR0 office and then 
discuss the project development and approval cycle, the conception and budgeting of 
projects, the selection process, the organization and functions of participants as we let 
contracts for A-E services, and some of the important things we look for from A-Es. 
Then I will give some summary comments. 

A-E SERVICES FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
OAK RIDGE OPERATIONS 

Slide 1 
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The Brooks Act, public law 92382, is a statutory requirement (Slide 3), and we are 
bound to follow such requirements. They are further spelled out in federal procurement 
regulation 1-4.1000. Also, in June 1978, DOE issued one of the few interim procurement 
regulations in DOE handbook No. 2, Architect-Engineer Selection Procedures. Labor 
surplus and area set-asides are managed according to public law 9589 and small 
business set-asides according to public law 95-506. 

The Oak Ridge Operations office isn't all that's located in Oak Ridge. There are 
three major facilities in Oak Ridge (Slide 41, of substantially different types. Uranium 
enrichment, quite important to the energy picture around the nation and the world, is 
carried out at the K-25 Plant; the Y-12 Plant manufactures nuclear weapons 
components; and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), a very broad base of 
research is conducted. 

Two of our other sites (Slide 5), Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio, also 
have gaseous diffusion enrichment plants that produce 235U for fuel for our nuclear 
power reactors. Also at Portsmouth, a multibilliondollar gas centrifuge enrichment 
plant is being built, and that project has produced 12 or 13 A-E contracts already. In 
Torrance, California, the AiResearch Division of Garrett Corporation is doing centrifuge 
work for us, and we have an  A-E working on their project out there. The dashed line up 

A-E SELECTION POLICY 

PUBLIC LAW 92-582 (BROOKS ACT) 

FPR 1-4.1000 

a DOE HANDBOOK NO. 2, ARCHITECT- 
ENGINEER SELECTION PROCEDURES.8 
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to Morgantown, West Virginia, means we have no programmatic control over the 
Morgantown Energy Technology Center, but we do support it through project 
management. We currently have a $50 million atmospheric fluidized-bed project going 

,, 

up there, and we have a multimillion-dollar A-E contract supporting us there. Our work .. 

in  Puerto Rico goes back to the Kennedy administration's Atoms for Peace Program, but 
it is now being phased out. The total number of employees in this complex is 26,000 to 



27,000. Of that, there are only 630 DOE employees. So that gives you some idea of t h e ,  
method we. use to administer contracts, a s  well as  of our approach to doing business. 

In 1947, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was formed, and our nuclear work 
started in about 1948 with the Manhattan Project in Oak Ridge, a Corps of Engineers 
project. At that time, there were 300 to 400 AEC engineering people. We carried out a 
study and decided not to do nuclear work in-house. Within 90 days that number was 
drastically cut, and that mode of operation has.  continued since then. Of course, 
President Carter's initiative to keep down the number of government employees still 
affects us: The number currently in the DOE, 19,100, will remain stable. So a s  we 
prepare to do more and more work in several areas (Slide 6), including energy, we must 
rely more on the private sector and on our operating contractors to do it. The operating 
budget for that complex this year is about $1.4 billion. 

OR0 PROJECT TEAM 

DOESTAFF 

OPERATING CONTRACTOR(S) 

ARCHITECT-ENGINEER(S) 

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR(S) 

OTHERS 
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I have touched on the principal OR0 activities that lead to and create a requirement 
for A-E contracts. These are uranium enrichment, the production of nuclear weapons 
components, and the wide variety of research conducted a t  ORNL. We have projects that 
support all of these programs a t  present. Presently, 47 or 48 line-item capital projects 
have been approved by Congress. 

'The capital investment. through FY 1978' for this complex is $4.7 billion (Slide 7). 
Our budget for additions in FY 1979 is about $400 million and in FY 1980 another $600 
million. Now that does include additions due to the new gas centrifuge enrichment plant 
a t  Portsmouth. We currently have 40 A-E contracts to support that activity. For a n  idea 
of the size of the firms we deal with, Engineering News recently listed the 450 leading 
firms, and we have contracts with Nos. 3 through 443, a s  well a s  with smaller firms that 
do not even make that list. The 12 to 15 firms that  we have in mind in looking toward 
the FY 1980 budget range in assets from $100,000 to well over $1 million and maybe over 
$2 million. 

How does a project get conceived and into the budget cycle (Slide 8)? First a need is 
perceived within the DOE-operating contractor organization. I t  may be a programmatic 
need to add some capability in support of a particular program. I t  may be a n  operational 
need to upgrade the plant. Or it may be, a s  in recent years, a need to modify a plant for 
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THROUGH FY 1978 $4.7 BILLION 
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protection from and prevention of safety and health hazards. Those projects are growing 
exponentially, and the demand on the budget is growing accordingly. 

We have recently initiated feasibility studies. We plan to spend between $40,000 and 
. . 

$70,000 to examine,and pull together the important elements of a project. Using the 
results of that study, we can advise the Headquarters Program Division in Washington 
whether or not we think a conceptual design should be done. This is typically done in 
July. If they concur, they will give us permission to perform a conceptual design, and 
that starts in August or September. 

In  past years, we spent from 1 to 2.5% of the total estimated cost of the project on 
doing a conceptual design. That does not even coke near the 35 to 50% that Lee Garrett 
talked about for design completion before we go to Congress. We just do not have that 
much money. Conceptual designs are performed out of the operating budget, and to do . 

them, we have to compete to some extent with other interests for the operating budget. 
We look to headquarters program people to fund them. So, typically, when we go to 
Congress, we go with a project that has a conceptual design, but i t  represents perhaps 10 
to 15% of the total design of the project, and that varies considerably with the money, the 
time, and other factors that  affect the doing of a conceptual design. 

This conceptual design is started in  the fall, and the next spring we submit final 
budget documents to DOE for the 1982 budget. So we do design two years ahead of the 
budget approval. With the approval of the Office of Management and Budget, it goes 



into the budget. This approval is generally given in November; it signals that the project 
is permitted to go into the president's budget in January. 

Going before Congress means that we can do some new and important things in 
planning the project: We can start to develop project management plans and to plan for 
A-E selections. We cannot publicize A-E selections until the projects have gone before 
the proper committees in Congress, but once the projects become visible a t  those levels, 
we can announce them in Commerce . - Business Daily (CBD) and start the selections, in 
June or July, hopefully. Our experience has been that our selections generally take an  
average of 90 days. The large, complex selections take longer, and smaller selections, of 
course, take less time than that. Then if Congress approves the project in a reasonable 
time, we will get money on about October 1 for the new fiscal year and be ready to start 
the project with a selected A-E. 

What are the key steps in our selection process (Slide 9)? They are designating a 
contract board, announcing the project in the CBD, evaluating the responses, selecting 
the finalists, visiting the finalists, selecting the firm, and negotiating the contract. We 
have two approaches to that negotiation. Sometimes we use a letter contract that lets us 
start working a s  soon a s  possible, perhaps even before all of the elements of the contract 
have been negotiated. Other times we negotiate the definitive contract. 

The contract board (Slide 10) is normally made up of three voting 
members-contract and engineering division representatives and a program element 
representative. Then we have nonvoting representatives-technical, legal, and financial 
advisors. On the large, more complex projects with more visibility and more interest 
from headquarters, we add two more people to make it a five-man board, the fourth 
being from headquarters and the fifth from ORO, generally. 

For the CBD announcement (we use the CBD exclusively, even though we can 
advertise in newspapers) we tell a little bit about what is in the project, even for the jobs 
less than $10,000 (Slide 11). We talk about the cost of the project, the schedule, the type of 
contract (cost plus or lump sum), and whether there are any special qualifications. We 
also refer to the evaluation criteria that will be used; they are listed in Energy Research 
and Development Administration document, Temporary Regulation 5. 

- KEY STEPS IN SELECTION PROCESS 

DESIGNATION OF CONTRACT BOARD 

. 
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY ANNOUNCEMENT 

EVALUATION OF RESPONSES 
SELECTION OF FINALISTS ' 

VISITS TO FINALISTS 

SELECTION OF'FIRM 

EXECUTION OF CONTRACT 

LETTER CONTRACT 

DEFINITIVE CONTRACT 
Slide 9 
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SCOPE OF WORK 
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SCHEDULE 

TYPE CONTRACT 

. SPECIAL OUALI FICATIONS 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 
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Evaluation of responses to the 255 form (Slide 12) allows us to judge things like the 
experience and qualification of key personnel for a particular job, things we consider 
even more important than the reputation and standing of the firm. We are also 
interested in the organization and management interest of a firm because corporate 
management can assign its people to a project without having to go out and hire people 
the next week to man the job. When we look a t  a candidate firm, we are interested in i ts 
backup personnel and its past record on DOE and other government work. We do have 
records in headquarters on the performance of A-E firms. We also look a t  the geographic 
location and the adequacy of the facilities of a responding firm. 

For the more conventional job, we yill  select three or four finalists (Slide 13) directly 
from the respondents and visit their firms. If the job is more complex, and we need more 
dialogue to match the talents of the firms with the needs of a particular job, we will 
reduce the number of candidates to six to ten and issue a request for supplemental 
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SELECTION OF FINALISTS 

STANDARD WORK: 

SELECT 3 OR 4 FINALISTS 

COMPLEX WORK: 

SELECT 6 TO 10 CANDIDATES . 
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EVALUATE IN FORMATION 
SELECT 3 OR 4 FINALISTS 
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information. This tells us much more about their approach to the job and the people who 
would be put on it so we can pick the best three or four finalists. 

From that point we visit the firms (Slide 14) to see the working environment.and to 
meet and talk to the key project people on their own home ground (we name these people 
in  the contract as committed to the project, subject to our release). We like to see the team 
experience of a firm on similar projects. We talk about cost, financial matters, and 
quality assurance procedures in a pretty comprehensive dialogue so that  .we can 
comfortably rank the firm. Once we get three firms in order, we proceed according to the 
Brooks Act to negotiate with the first-ranked firm. Cost is never a n  element in  our 
negotiations because we believe that  we get what we. pay for. Neither are design 
competitions; we have not done that, and, we do not expect to. . 

What kind of contract (Slide 15) db we use f i r  conceptual designs? We generally use 
a cost-plus contract. We get a n  agreement about the scope of the work, we arrive a t  a n  
estimate, that estimate is approved, and the fee is calculated from the estimate. Now the 
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part of the DOE that comes from the old AEC is not su'bject to the 6% limitation, but 
other parts of the DOE are. Our fees run from 8 to 11%, depending on the project. Both 
definitive design contracts, called title I and title 11, and the inspection contract, title 111, 
can be either cost plus or lump sum, although, predominantly, design contracts have 
been cost plus over the years. Many of our projects are closely coupled with ongoing 
research and development and with changing program needs; so we feel that cost-plus 
contracts serve us very well in that regard. For systems support, special studies, and 
surveys, we generally go cost plus. . 

How do we organize to do the work (Slide 16)? Very briefly, OR0 likes to put together 
a project team headed by a project engineer from DOE. The operating contractor and the 
A-E furnish key people to the team. (We stress the team approach to management of the 
work.) What functions does the DOE have in the team? Of course, in letting the contract, 
we help establish the policies and procedures to be followed. We conduct orientation and 
technically administer the contract with support from our organization in areas such a s  
contracts, security, finances, audit, and this kind of thing. Our operating contractor, who 
is very important to our work, generally is called upon to develop design criteria to 
establish'the basis for the job. We use them to review the A-E'i design because we do not 
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have enough people to review each design individually. The operating contractor reviews 
construction estimates, and in some cases we ask that staff to do selected portions of the 
design and  to give various kinds of support to DOE. 

The A-E (Slide 17), the other very important member of the team, is often asked to 
complete a conceptual design or substantial parts of it, to do the preliminary and 
definitive design on the project, and almost always to do the title I11 if he has done the 
title I and title 11. We think it is important for the party that did the design to do the 
inspection. The A-Es are called upon to make a wide variety of studies (including energy 
studies); to do systems support.work, which is a growing concept; and the title 111. 

{ Some things we like to see from the A-E (Slide 18) are the ability to work in  a team 
and the ability to communicate (this is important because the progress of a job depends 
on both technical capability and good communications; in  several cases we have had a 
terrible time communicating with technically competent A-Es). Other things from the 
A-E that  we think are essential are good estimates for design services, quality design, 
cross-discipline checks, meeting our schedules, and good construction estimates. From 
headquarters up through Congress, the emphasis on designing cost and not overrunning 
i t  is  growing. 

In summary (Slide 19), outside A-E services are extremely important to our mission; 
we could not function without them. We emphasize teamwork that is geared to the 
budget cycle and that closely integrates the efforts of the team members. We also like to 
see good estimates. Finally, we like to think that that collective effort by the team will 
give us facilities that meet programmatic needs a t  a reasonable cost to the taxpayer. 
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- Mark R. Dusbabek joined Fluor Engineers and Constructors, Inc., of 
Irving, California, in 1953. His responsibilities have included Executive 
Manager of Projects, Manager of Power Engineering, Manager of Computer 
Science, Chief of Operations Research, Principal Development Engineer, 
Senior Research Engineer, Development Engineer, and Project Engineer. 

I would like to talk first about Fluor-who we are, how we are organized, and what 
kind of work we do. Then I would like to talk about our involvement in government 
work-what that involvement means to us in terms of a market, how it may change the 
way in which we organize our work, and how it may change our procedures. Fluor 
evolved from a construction company founded in Qshkosh, Wieconsin, in the late 1880s 
into what is now a holding company that consists of a number of wholly owned 
subsidiaries. The largest subsidiary is Fluor Engineers and Constructors, which is the 
traditional heart of Fluor. We got into the engineering business through the construction 
business, and we diversified into other areas; but the biggest share of Fluor's volume is 
generated by Fluor Engineers and Constructors, which specializes in the design and 
construction of process plants. We are not involved in major civil works, and we do not 
get involved in power plant design and construction. (We have another subsidiary that 
does that.) Primarily we are concerned with the design and construction of facilities for 
the petroleum, petrochemical, and chemical industries. 

On the first slide is the organization of the Fluor Engineers and Construdors 
Company, which is divided into domestic operations and foreign operations. We have 
seven major offices. The numbers in the bottom boxes are the number of technical people 
employed in each of the divisions. We have about 9000 people, and we execute about $400 
million worth of engineering each year. This figure represents about $2 billion or $3 
billion in installed plant projects. These projeds vary in size from what we would regard 
as a small project, a 25- or 30-man engineering design team, up to our largest project to 
date, the work we have done for Aramco, which was about 8 million man-hours over a 
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four-year period. We'averaged nearly a thousand people on that one project with a 
maximum employment of about 20130 engineers and designers. Our work is primarily 
turnkey. We are responsible for the engineering, detail design, procurement of equipment 
and material, mnstruction, and start-up. 

Slide 2 shows the organization of the largest of our offices, which is the Southern 
California Division located in Irving, California. I am a member of that organization, 
and I show thia slide to illustrate that the kind of business we do is reflected in the way 
we are organized. With the primary emphasis on project management, we have about 
2M) professional project managers in our project management organization. In the cost 
and scheduling organization we have nearly 350 professional scheduling engineers, 
estimators, and cost engineers. We split process engineering fkom engineering, although, 
since we are all in the process plant business, perhaps the label should be engineering 
design, not process engineering. The projects always begin with a detailed process 
engineering that results in a mechanical flow sheet from which the detailed engineering 
design of the plant can proceed. Because we do .procurement and construction and 
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because we evolved through the late 1940s and 1950s a s  a service to a very fast-growing 
petrochemical industry, our total emphasis was on rapid plant start-up. We stressed the 
shortest possible period from the initial placement of the order to the time when we could 
turn over the key to the owner, and that goal meant that we had to get vendor data on 
the mechanical equipment as quickly a s  possible. We had to integrate the construction 
plan with the design, and we are organized to do that kind of work. 

On the next slide (Slide 3) I show the split of our work among three categories, which 
are really only two. One is private business, divided into domestic and foreign, and the 
other is government business. Because the government normally is not in the business of 
buying and operating process plants, the market that the government has for us is 
relatively. small. We get involved only when the government is interested in the 
construction of a facility in which private enterprise for one reason or another has no 
interest. For example, the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant a t  Portsmouth is a n  
enormous process plant in which private industry is not involved. We are very fortunate 
and very interested in working on it because it represents a new technology. So we are 
aggressively seeking government work, but it is a relatively minor part of our total output, 
representing about 10% of the work of the Southern California Division, the only division 
doing a significant amount of work for a government agency. You can also see that over 
half our work is on projects outside of the United'States. 
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Slide 4 lists some of the unique aspects of government work that are different from 
Fluor's traditional kind of work; they stem almost entirely from the government's 
procurement regulations of one sort or another. They are prescribed by law to procure 
engineering separate from construction. Since that is different from our traditional way 
of doing business, we find that separating engineering from construction affects us in 
the amount of detail that  we can put on a drawing. We have found in both the design 
and construction of a process plant that the more detail we can execute in the office the 
better project we are going to have. For this reason we traditionally detail or spool 
dimension all process piping and all major conduit, and to do this we have to have 
vendor data on all the mechanical equipment that we are not engineering. You cannot 
do that under the normal government regulations. On some of the major projects like the 
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Gas Centrifuge Project, which is going in  s t agb ,  we believe we will be getting 
significant vendor data to make some of these corrections before too much is done in  the 
field. 

Federal procurement regulations also affect the way our specifications are written. 
Normally we deal with vendors almost as partners on a project. We like to keep the 
specifications general to permit vendors to innovate or to make suggestions. This 
relationship is not possible under federal procurement because we must deal completely 
at arm's length with vendors. The specifications have to be extraordinarily detailed and 
complete because they are sent out to everyone who can bid, and the contract goes to the 
lowest bidder unless there is some reason in the specifications why he cannot be 
awarded the job. We do not have this problem in our commercial work because we buy so 
much and have created a relationship with vendors that does not need the legal 
protection of soliciting bids. Our procurement, by the way, is often done by a 
procurement team which goes out all over the world. Recently, on a project that had to be 
completed quickly, a team bought over $200 million worth of mechanical equipment in  
one trip that lasted about six weeks. Our teams sit down with the vendor and say, we've 
looked a t  your equipment, we think you're the best, and we're going to give you a n  order 
today. Under those conditions we can make a deal and get commitments on delivery that 
are impossible under a bidding situation. 

You have already heard a lot this morning about contractor selection. We think the 
government's method is extraordinarily fair, and we think that  the private sector could 
learn a lot from it, particularly because the government identifies the criteria i t  is going 
to use in selecting a contractor or a n  engineer. The government even gives us the 
weights to be assigned each of the factors under consideration so that we can respond 
intelligently, and the interviews are a tremendous opportunity to optimize our position. I 
would like to offer one constructive criticism: lack of feedback. The process is primarily a 
monologue because we make our proposal and presentation and then we wait. In the 
private sector, when a major company is trying to select a n  engineer, it tends to narrow 
the field to two or three companies and then tries to optimize those teams. If we assign 
a n  engineer that our customer has some reservation about, he will tell us. We make 
additions or substitutions, and  we have a much better team. Both parties offer and 
demand the best until they have reached the position that neither can do more. Then the 
customer makes the selection. If the government would adopt such a procedure, we could 
do a better job, and the government would receive a better design. 



The other aspect of government work that  affects us is the reporting systems. 
Because the government procures engineering separately, it tends to monitor 
engineering much more closely than would a private company that  is buying 
engineering and construction from the same firm. Since Fluor is generally involved in 
the larger engineering efforts, this monitoring can become quite a n  elaborate system. 
For example, our work on the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant Project is going to 
involve about 2 million man-hours. To monitor that, we have broken the project down 
into 50,000 separate engineering tasks, each one estimated, scheduled, and put into a 
computerized progress reporting system. I t  takes a fair amount of project overhead to 
maintain those systems. On the other hand, we have been amazed at how effective these 
monitoring systems are, and we are going to start using them on some of our commercial 
work. 

Finally, I will show a n  organization chart (Slide 5) of a typical, fairly large project 
where the emphasis is placed on cost and scheduling. Since we are responsible for 
procurement and construction, that  is a major effort. But on large engineering contracts, 
for DOE and others, the emphasis is on accurate cost estimating and trending. They 
want to know immediately whether a design modification is going to change the cost 
and whether there is something we can do before that happens. I am sure we will see 
even more and more emphasis on this kind of activity in  the future. 
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The other activity that may be somewhat unusual is that of the quality assurance 
(QA) manager, a man assigned to the project who reports outside the project director. In 
this case he reports to the corporate QA director, who reports to the general manager of 
the Southern California Division. The QA manager makes certain that the entire project 
is examined to find out what quality level should be assigned to each component of the 
project. Once these quality levels are assigned, he writes a procedure that must be 
followed by the entire engineering organization to ensure that kind of quality. He also 
periodically audits the team to make sure that it is following the procedures. Under the 
engineering manager we have a project quality control manager, who signs off on a 
day-to-day basis all the QA procedures specified by the QA manager. 

The project's engineering is done under the direction of an  engineering manager and 
is organized by the discipline assigned to each team. Each discipline has a lead engineer 
and a n  engineering staff and a lead design supervisor and a staff of designers. The work 
is originally planned by the engineers, who are responsible for estimating the extent and 
schedule for their work. Once they have committed themselves to time deadlines, the 
engineering manager makes sure that they stay on schedule, that they are following all 
the necessary codes, and that they have a good explanation for any changes. The area 
engineers on a project are responsible for putting together the various construction 
packages required. They concern themselves with the interfaces between construction 
packages, and they attempt to expedite and establish priority through the engineering 
manager. They do not direct the technical work; in fact, neither does the engineering 
manager. I would be happy to discuss any aspect of our organization later. 



Henry C. Schrader is a Professional Engineer with Dalton, Dalton, 
and Newport, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Schrader joined Dalton, Dalton, 
and Newport after more than 30 years' service in the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. As District Engineer with the Corps of Engineers, he directed the 
total design and construction program of an engineering district. 

I was very pleased a few weeks ago when I was asked to represent Dalton, Dalton, 
and Newport (DDN) in this discussion of government contracting with 
architect-engineer (A-E) firms. The subject of contracting with the federal government 
has been of great interest to me through the years. I was involved for many years on the 
government side and have been involved more recently on the commercial side. 
Although I have experience in both areas, I am going to concentrate only on the 
mechanics of the selection process that the federal government uses. 

I would like to say a few words about who we are to set my comments in context. 
Dalton, Dalton, and Newport, a Cleveland-based firm formed in 1941, is today a 
multidiscipline firm employing 350 to 360 people, approximately 30 of whom are field 
employees. We are organized into three divisions. The Architecture-Engineering 
Division designs a wide variety of hospitals, universities, public buildings, power 
facilities, and similar projects. We have a considerable machine systems design 
capability, and we also have a very distinct transportation capability in which we work 
in the area of railroads, transit, highways, and bridge design. We also have considerable 
transportation study capability, and it is in the transportation group that we also have 
the unusual capacity to accomplish all of our considerable environmental and 
engineering work. About three to four years ago, we added a group that does a 
considerable amount of environmental work, a group which today consists of about 35 
people. This group works for the Department of Energy (DOE), the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Army Corps of Engineers, Chicago Northwestern Railroad, and 
others to develop a wide range of environmental and economic studies. Today Dalton is 



No. 52 on the Engineering News Record (ENR) 500 list, and our engineering output is 
more than $15 million annually. We are an active, growing, medium-sized international 
firm. 

I will begin by giving a few general insights into the DDN approach to the federal 
government's selection process. In-house, we constantly review the kinds of work we 
want to acquire and which government agencies and private finns we want to work 
with. Our firm does not believe in just responding to Commerce BugFss Daily (CBD) 
announcements. Just sending in credentials in response to these 'bmouncements is 
certainly not enough. We believe that our marketing and our production personnel need 
to become acquainted with the federal agencies that we are working for or would like to 
work for. On the other hand, we think it is the responsibility of the federal government 
to anticipate meeting the representatives of firms such as ours so that they can give us 
their program as early as possible under law and, more importantly, get to know us and 
our capabilities before we move into an immediate selection procew. 

I think you will agree with me that every federal agency has its own characterktics 
and its own way of doing things. For example, in early 1977, the Energy Research and 
Development Adniinistration (now DOE) withdrew its long-standing policy that any 
company with one significantly large contract would not be able to get a second large 
contract until the work on the first signiscant project was essentially completed. In 
essence, the new policy said that a consultant could receive multiple contracts from DOE 
if that firm had the staff and the management to cope with the additional workload. 
Because of the complexi*, size, and specialized knowledge required by many of the A-E 
contracts put out by DOE, a very large share of the contracting dollars was being 
awarded to the large A-E and engineering firms. At that time, we were quite concerned 
that this policy change would adversely affect the number of awards for medium- and 
small-sized firms. I can honestly report, however, after watching this change for more 
than two years, that the policy has been effectively administered. In our case it is no 
longer unusual for us to work on more than one DOE contract simultaneously, usually in 
different technical areas. The main prerequisite is to have the staff and the experience to 
do the job, regardless of previous awards. 

In recent months there has been increased emphasis on the subject of small business 
set-asides. In the A-E field a small business is generally defined as a firm whose 
performance has not exceeded an average of $7.5 million over the previous three years. 
Although I do not have the statistics, I know that a very large number of the 
announcements in the CBD have small business set-asides. I am going to suggest that a 
change in this area might be worthwhile. At an average rate of $50,000 per man-year for 
an average A-E, this $7.5-million figure means that small business firms may have up to 
150 employees. I am inclined to believe that it would be more equitable to redefine the 
so-called small business to include those ihns  that do not exceed $4 million to $5 million 
worth of business per year and to proportionally reduce the size and the number of 
federal A-E projeds that are currently being set aside for small businesses. Further, 
when small fbms team up with other firms for a small business setraside, I think it is only 
fair that their total business as a team should not exceed $7.5 million annually. 

Consider also the policy of several of our larger federal agencies: They limit the size 
of a design commission to projects that can be accomplished with a staff that does not 



exceed 20 to 30% of the existing in-house staff in any given discipline. We in the A-E 
business really live in a feast-or-famine environment because so many of our studies 
and design commissions are of relaliively short duration. Often they last six months or 
less. The so-called going-out-of-business term that we all use from time to time to show 
our personnel commitmen& clearly bears out this point. Unless there is a continuous 
incoming stream of new work, most A-E firms get into serious difficulty very quickly. A 
contracted work load of six to nine months is about the average. May I suggest, 
therefore, that rather than base the size of the award upon the 20 to 30'% rule, a better 
approach would to be to look a t  the actual work load that exists in a firm a t  any given 
time. When that work load warrants, I would not hesitate to assign a project that would 
take up 50% or more of  the personnel available in any .one discipline. This policy would 
add considerably to the stability of operation of the medium- and small-sized firms. 

Now let me address the subject of the Commerce Business Daily by mentioning a 
few of its good points and weak points. I fully subscribe to the concept of the CBD. I 
support the thesis that the service needs of government should be widely publicized, and 
the CBD accomplishes this basic objective. The system, however, has  serious 
shortcomings and should be improved. The time allowed for response is unrealistic. 
Often credentials are requested within 14 days of the CBD publication date, and this 
period is too short to prepare a response. Usually the CBD takes two to three days to 
reach us, and to assure that the response is completed on time and meets the deadline of 
the issuing agency, we try to have our work ready for dispatch 36 hours before the due 
date. Right there, we have already lost 3% days, and with one day for typing, editing, 
printing, and assembly, the total is 4% days. Saturday and Sunday of each week add 
four more 'days. Now we've lost B1/2 days and 5l/2 days remain to make the decision to 
respond, to plan the submittal, and to write and publish a fully responsive document. 
This situation is not realistic, and I do not know how it has  persisted so long. In many 
instances more time is needed to complement a firm's capability with one or more 
consultants who specialize in specific fields, but the time allowed does not permit this. 

In addition, government agencies are not consistent in how they use the CBD. Some 
agencies expect to receive comprehensive CDB responses that are complete in every 
detail. These agencies require completion of standard form 255 and they want a very 
detailed conceptual management approach, a detailed conceptual technical approach, a 
work plan, a proposed work schedule, an  organization chart, and long and short 
resumes. All these elements are based upon a brief CBD announcement of one column 
that is a n  average of 2 to 4 inches long or about 200 to 300 words. Other government 
agencies, however, have used the CBD response primarily a s  a n  overview. They limit 
responses to the tenth section of form 255. This submittal is then used to select a short 
list of 3 to 10 firms who are notified within a week or ten days. The firms on this short 
list are then given a detailed description of the scope of the work and a reasonable time 
to submit a truly professional response. This second submittal is 'usually followed by an  
oral interview conducted either in the A-E's office or the federal agency's office. 

These are the two extremes, and there are many variations in between these two 
approaches. I suggest that there should be a better way. Government agencies should 
standardize t5e use of the CBD. We understand that standard form 245 is not adequate 
a s  background information on a n  A-E's capability. All government agencies should 



require A-Es to send other information substantiating the firm's background, including 
a project experience summary and key staff resumes. This information could be kept on 
file and used repeatedly by federal agencies in future selection. With this approach, the 
CBD response could be limited to a form 255 and supported by all the background 
information on file in a particular agency. I believe this system would preclude the need 
for 40 to 100. firms spending time and money in preparation of detailed responses every 
time they want to respond to a CBD announcement. Further, these responses are too 
often based largely on the A-E's assumption and conjecture of a project's scope rather 
than on what the federal agency is really looking for because of the brevity of the CBD 
announcement. The short list of firms could be given a more detailed scope of work, a 
more detailed response could be requested if the procurement justifies such a n  action, or 
a n  interview could be held without further submittal. In recent times, some agencies 
have begun to use telephone interviews to expedite the process and reduce the cost of 
selection. 

A presentation of government A-E contracting practices would not be complete 
without mentioning the subject of competitive bidding. Our firm is pleased that DOE, 
the Army Corps of Engineers, the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, and several 
other agencies have not succumbed to competitive bidding for A-E services. My firm still 
believes that professional consultants should be selected on the basis of in-house staff 
corporate experience and management capability. Cost competition for professional - 
services is a dollar-pinching procedure that will not provide the quality of professional 
services desired by knowledgeable clients. If you want quality you should be willing to 
pay for it. When you and I have need for a surgeon, we look for the best surgeon in town 
with the best record available. We certainly do not go around looking for the lowest 
bidder. Buying professional services is a professional service matter. Buying 
professional services is not like bidding for hardware coming off a production line where 
the finished product can be carefully examined in detail before a bid is placed to procure 
it. We heartily endorse the professional credentials approach and strongly recommend 
its continued use. 

In summary, although the contract selection procedure presently being used by our 
federal agencies varies widely and by and large is too drawn out and too expensive, I do 
believe that the system is most often carried out with sincerity and integrity. 



Ervin F. Newman is vice-president of Crouch and Adams, Inc., Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. Mr. Newman worked in the Design Department of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority for 14 years and, for 23 years, was in the 
Engineering Division of the Atomic Energy Commission (now the 
Department of Energy) in Oak Ridge. While with the AEC, he attained the 
position of director of the Engineering Division. 

I would like first to respond to a couple of comments made by Mr. Schrader. I would be 
delighted if the small business cutoff point were lower than $4 million; that would narrow 
my competition. At the same time, I do not want to eliminate projeds in the $10 million or 
$20 million range. However, I do not think it is realistic to expect that we can submit 
material such ae standard form 254 data to federal agencies and keep it up to date. I think 
form 254 is a worthless document that should be eliminated completely. I want the entire 
selection process to rest on standard form 255. I do not want any limitations on the ability to 
make a submission. 

In these days of rapidly changing values, I feel comfortable speaking for small 
A-E firms since we all know small is better in today's world. And since we are the last of 
three A-E firms to speak on this subject, I am prompted to point out another immutable law 
which holds that the best should always be saved for last. Although we are extremely small 
compared with the Fluor Corporation or Dalton, Dalton & Newport, our50 employees place 
us among the largest professional firms with a home office i n  East Tennessee. We are also 
somewhat unique in this section of the state because we are in the private practice of 
engineering and architecture, and architecture is generally performed separately. (We even 
do engineering in different disciplines.) Six years ago when our firm developed a full-service 
A-E capability-and I use this term "full-service" in a very relative sense-it was a first of 
its kind in this area; and we continue to maintain that distinction. We are still satisfied that 
the unified, multidisciplinary approach provided by this arrangement is preferred for 
accomplishing most projects, especially those arising in the public sector and particularly 
in federal projects with their more than routine technical requirements involving different 



disciplines. Oak Ridge has been the headquarters of our firm since its founding 19 years 
ago. We also maintain a n  office in Knoxville. Our office in Oak Ridge is located about 
100 yards fmm the Department of Energy'e Oak Ridge Operations office. I think this is a 
result of some rather good planning on our part. The DOE is one of eight federal agencies 
that we have served in recent years. Others are the Department of the Navy, the General 
Services Administration, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the National Park Service, the 
U.S. Postal Service, the Air National Guard, and the Tennessee Valley Authority. We were 
recently awarded one of the personal services that Mr. Dunham spoke about earlier this 
morning. 

Federal work now accounts for about 30% of our total revenue. Our success in obtaining 
federal contracts for professional services has been fairly good, but not phenomenal, as is 
shown by the figures in Slide 1. We have three years of marketing experience on federal 
projects. In those three years, we submitted $8 forms 265, the A-E questionnaire for a 
specific project. We were selected 15 times; that's a 17% rate of success. We have improved 
over these three years: fewer submissions, with more successes. In 1978 we submitted 
21 forms 255; we were selected 6 times-a success rate of 28.6%. Our total rate was 1 in 
6 submissions; that is, in 1978 we were successful 2 out of 7 times. For those of you familiar 
with standard form 254, we are in the category 3 range of professional fees derived from 
federal contracts. Category 3 is for $250,000 to $500,000. We graduated from category 2 last 
year. Category 5, which is for $1 million to $2 million, spans the current level of our total 
business. This amount does not place us on NER's list of the 500 largest A-E firms, but I am 
sure we would not qualify for anyone's list of the 500 smallest. 

I am glad we were asked to comment on how we organize to perform our federal 
assignments because we have some charts that tell the story effectively. These charts are 
available because we include them with every form 255 submission, whether these data are 
requested or not. Generally, they are requested only by a few agencies. With every form 255 
submission we submit a chart (Slide 2) of how we propose to organize for performance of a 
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specific assignment, including names of key personnel, functional titles, and lines of 
authority. We find that this encourages more than casual thinking on our part about the 
needs of a project and a staff to fulfill each mission. As you know, an  organization chart is 
not required under the provisions of the form 255 procedure, nor do I recommend that it be 
made a part of those requirements. After all, we would lose our competitive edge if all A-Es 
imitated us. 

Slide 3 shows our general organization, which is quite conventional. We have a 
president, four vice-presidents, who head the engineering, architecture, surveying, and . 
planning divisions; the left side of the slide ihows client relations and special projects. We 
also have a typical administrative unit and technical services group, which furnish support 
services such as  drafting, quality assurance, specifications, cost estimating, and 
construction observation. For each project we align our professional resources in the 
manner to best serve the particular needs of that project, a s  we did for the design of the 
Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Center (see Slide 4), which will be under construction late 
this fall in Knoxville. 

Slide 5;again shows a rather conventional mode of deployment of our forces with a . 

project director in the center, a contract administrator who handles the business end, and 
then the site-survey, engineering, architecture, and landscape groups. We also.provide 
special services that include specifications, cost estimating, and reporting to the project 
directors office. In this case we also provided a special energy consultant and a 
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GENERAL ORGANIZATION 

Slide 3 
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subcontractor for soils and foundation investigations. Although we did not get the job for 
which we proposed the organization reflected in this slide, I think it represents some solid 
thinking about the needs of this particular project. We recognized the four main thrusts of 
the project, we recognized the nature of the activities that would be required under these . 

four thrusts, and we described the functional approach that we were going to take to 
accomplish the work. Because of the very sensitive aspects of the project, we also provided a 
technical review team that would monitor the project along with the client through 
periodic meetings. 

Slide 6 shows a little different approach so that you will not think that we use just the 
trunk-and-branch approach to the organization. Here is the trunk with all the branches on 
one side. For this project we associated with'Gilbert-Commonwealth, who furnish us special 
consulting services in environmental analysis on highly technical problems. I would like to 
mention briefly another aid we have found most helpful in marketing our services in the 
private as well as the public sector. We maintain a personnel-project matrix, which permits 
us to identify rapidly the people on our staff who have worked on projects similar to the one 
in question, and we can advise prospective clients about these people and their function on 
the project according to the job titles shown on this slide. This system is very elementary 
when compared with the 50,000-function computer record kept by the Fluor Corporation, 
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but it does give us very quick reference to the people and the team that we ought to propose 
for a project. Ultimately, we hope to put this on a computer to get even quicker 
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In conclusion, I shall offer a few general comments on the question of management 
systems, reporting, and other requirements of A-Es in conducting federal work. These are 
the thoughts of a small A-E firm. performing work on a lump-sum basis, free of the more 
burdensome reporting requirements imposed, for example, on cost-plus-fixed-fee 
contractors working on major projects. We find the paperwork expected of an  A-E 
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reasonable and sufficient to establish accountability on the part of the firm. This reporting 
job is facilitated by the availability from most agencies of a guide for A-E services that is 
issued to each firm upon award of a contract. An excellent example is the one prepared by 
DOE, Guide for Contractors Participating in the ERDA/ORO Expansion Projects 
Construction Program. (Most federal agencies have such guides. Some are in loose-leaf 
form rather than a bound document like this one.) An agency facilitates use of these guides 
when it takes the time to identify the mandatory provisions for a specific project. 
Sometimes this is not done, and we have to flounder for a while. Nevertheless, guides and 
management systems will inevitably vary from agency to agency. There is  just too great a 
diversity in programs and technology to achieve much uniformity. However, I am sure I am 
not the first to suggest drawings a s  one part of all federal design work that ought to be 
standardized. Could we please have some uniformity in drawing sizes, title blocks, other 
drawing formats, and in drafting practices that would apply across the board? When that 
happens, the millennium will have arrived. 
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Robert E. Carroll, B.A., J.D., is Vice-President and General Manager 
of the Energy and Engineering Division of System Development 
Corporation. His previous positions with System Development Corporation 
have been as Vice-President, Corporate Controller; President, SDC Civil 
Systems; Vice-President, Corporate Programs; and General Manager, 
Washington Operations. 

First I would like to point out that it is often necessary to put together a joint venture in 
the performance of many engineering contracts. During earlier discussions some of us have 
said that in the past it has been highly advantageous for a company to show that it has all 
the disciplines required for a project in that one company. However, a single company 
rarely has available a series of multidisciplinary capabilities as skilled as the project 
requires, and for that reason we have found that the join%venture approach has been 
accepted. We are involved in two such ventures right now with the Department of Energy 
(DOE). In one we are teamed with Daniel, Mann, Johnson, and Mendenhall, known in the 
industry as DMJM, in the systems support contract for the centrifuge program. We are also 
teamed with a corporation called Universal Oil Products (UOP) in which we, as a joint 
venture, are the systems support contractor for the Department of Energy on what used to 
be called in simple language the coal conversion program, but is now the fossil fuel 
processes program. 

First I will explain why systems support contracting came into existence. 
There are programs in which systems engineering or projed management assis- 
tance is required to perform economic and technical tradeoff studies that should be 
done by an independent third party. That is the kind of role that we are performing in our 
joint venture with UOP for DOE in the fossil fuel program. We are evaluating both the 
various alternative processes and their best application. A second type of project that uses 
systems support is the large job where the owner just does not have systems engineering 
and program management capability. A recent announcement in Commerce Business 



Daily listed such a job for Matid-Science C %.. E'gpd@bion, cq@wiqt&n which has 
traditionally dealt with small-project principal investigators. Now they are involved in a 
multiyear program involving deep sea drilling to map the ocean floor beyond the U.S. limits 
into international waters, . m.qypd . a support contra@or boa- @eytcEo not'bve one as 
an inherent part of their o rgha t iona l  structure. A third type of project is the large, 
complex job with many d ~ f ~ ' o r g ~ ~ ~ ;  and the Gas h w e  Elarichment Plant 
(GCEP) Program is the best exhinple. 'In a few minutes I wil l  go though some of its 
complicated interrelationabips iand s o w  of the @asoaa.why a,tiqw@ma supp~rt  contractor 
is needed. Fourth, large, cosrt,,le~r jobs may in a title 11 s i ~ o ~ t ~  1 am using title II in the 
DOE sense, and a good example of this kind of job is the Alaska pipeline. In that particular 
project, the Alaska Corporation enter4 a contract with the Department of the Interior 
(DO9 and Mechanics Reseawh h c .  (MWJ, which is actually our subsidiary and the 
predecessor of our current Sg&m Engineering and Energy Division. The MRI was the 
overview contractor for DO1 on'qualih and knvironmental impact. A fifth kind of job 
requiring systems support is amgram with multiple projects. An example is the nudear 
waste management area. T~&OE feels that it needs a support contractor to help with the 
overview from both a p h i n g  and a 11182188tsmnt standpoint of the many projeds within 
the total program. A sixth type of program involves an organization that has 
administrative responsibility for ma& small jobs or contracts but the ofganization itself 
has limited wternrs engine&$ and program management capability. The Morgantown 
Energy Technology Center (METC), which has the responsibility to DOE for coal 
liquefaction, is an example of this type of job. The Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center 
(PETC) is a center similar to METC. The PETC plays a major role in the coal gasification 
program. System Development Corporation is the support contractor for the establishment 
of a reporting and manag-t,structure and a project management and control system 
that will allow PETC to folliiw closely the multitude of ongoing individual research 
programs. In the past, PETC, in many instances, worked effectively from grant programs 
that are on a yedrIy fi3rfi3rcl!tf@bdi .%th the empha& how k g  placec.'on long-range 
energy programs this is no longer an advantageous solution. 

Finally, some programs require additional systems engineering or program 
management technology to', complement the owner's capabilities. An example is our 
contract with Middle Soulh Utilities, whose headquarters is in New Orleans and which 
represents a consortium of utilities in huisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, and other states. 
As support contractor we M p  them with analysis, and we offer retmmmendations to 
improve plant productivity and plant availability. 

Let US look now at the GCEP Projedas an example of a large, complex job with multiple 
design responsibility. In Slide 1 you see some of the principal contractors involved, 
construction management agd the Operating Contractors Project Office, which represents 
a consortium of AiReseaGh' Manufachkg Corporation (AiR), Goodyear Atomic 
Corporation (GAT), and Union Carbide Corporation Nuclear Division (UCCND). Slide 2 
shows the four A-ES-Catalytic, Fluor, Bechtel, and Commonwealth. 

At the outset of the GCEP Project, Oak Ridge Operations of DOE decided to use a 
systems support  contra&^-& Orovicte both system engineering and project management 
support. What is a sys&ms sipport cohtractor? Slide 3 shows that a systems support 
contractor assists management, provides visibility and control, and performs various 
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kinds of analyses. He sees whether t h e d l r o a d  tracks meet or n6t; he interfaces between the 
various design and/or production capabilities. One thing to remember about a project like 
GCEP: It  is not merely the ,design of a plant. The; plant's design is integrated with the 
development of equipment to be used to operate that plant. The GCEP is the closest thing to 
the concurrence problem that we used to talk about in the missile or aerospace projects. 
Quality assurance policies must be. established, and computer services must be used to 
maintain many of the reporting systems that  we talked about earlier. We also provide 
logistics and transportation and configuration management. Configuration is knowledge 
of what is to be designed.by all the various design agencies and the control a t  any 
particular time of that configuration. 

On the analysis side of the.GCEP Project there are various kinds of analyses that  need 
to be performed, including failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis. Development of 
various kinds of computer studies is important, particularly development of a simulation 
program for operation' of the %cycle/Assembly Building. T h e  simulation program 
evaluates the design that is being done by Bechtel and AiR to see if it meets the operating 
requirements. We also pi.ovide test and  "erification of various kinds; of trade-off studies. For 
example, development of a n  integrated systems test plan ensures that when the new plant 
begins operation every'thing works.together a s  a total system. . .. . I _ 

Slide 4 shows the elements of systems engineering. I do not think I have to go through 
those; they are fairly self-evident, but the.phrase "systems engineering" is whatever you 
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want to make it. So many people say it is new, but it is not new. The Egyptians probably had 
systems engineering when they built the Pyramids. 

The next slide (Slide 5) is a n  example of a trade-off study tha t  we participated in. 
Originally, 128 heat exchangers were required for the design. A series of trade-off studies 
was conducted, and 32 exchangers were eliminated, resulting in a significant reduction of 
the total cost of the project. 

Slide 6 shows an  example a t  the other end of a systems support contractor's spectrum, 
the Middle South Utilities Project. This slide shows the fiscal year 1980 tasks, andi t  shows 
that we are doing mathematical modeling for ,plant and component availability and 
investigating low availability and low productivity a t  existing plants. We are investigating 
the cost-benefit analyses that need to be done and the development of an  availability data 
system that will maintain information on what is available a t  a plant, that  will spot 
problems, and that will highlight failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis from a n  
operational point of view. Training is also considered part of the total system. This work 
does not determine the mean time between failures. Instead, it looks a t  the total operational 
effect and how it bears on plant availability.. 
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Where do you perform these kinds of support services? There are three areas where you 
can work, depending on the nature of the project. For instance, for the GCEP Project we 
have a large element located in Oak Ridge, adjacent to the customer location because in 
effect we are a n  extension of their staff. We are performing the same kind of role in systems 
engineering and program management in our project with the DOE fossil fuel director. 
However, in the Middle South Utilities Project, we go to the customer, confer with him, and 
then do the work at the home office. It  depends on the kind of activity that  is involved and 
the interaction that is required between the work we are doing and the customer's work. 
Finally, there are many instances i n  which the nature of the job makes i t  necessary to locate 
people at associated contractor locations. In the fossil fuel program we have people all over 
the country at the various plants, at the various design agencies, and with the various 
design contractors. 



The types of contracts that should be used are cost plus fixed fee (CPFF), the basic 
technique; a CPFF that includes a cost-engineering provision, whereby the support 
contractor is encouraged to discover ways to reduce the cost of the total project and is 
rewarded for the recommended modification; and a cost plus award fee (CPAF). Here the 
support contractor puts his profit on the line by allowing the customer to evaluate his 
services in accordance with agreed-upon criteria. (We are not talking about a fee a s  billing, 
but about the fee as,  in effect, profit.) One of the advantages of this type of contract is that 
it allows the customer to redirect the support contractor's attention to the factors that  the 
customer sees a s  changing throughout the evolutiyn of the project. If there is any kind of 
contract that draws management's attention, i t  is the CPAF, because they want to make 
sure that everything possible is being done to maximize the size of that fee, whereas the 
CPFF is assured, like money in the bank. 

Finally, what are the kinds of relationships that a support contractor has? And how are 
they different from those of a prime contractor? First, the support contractor deals with 
prime performing contractors. A support contractor must remember that  he is not the 
customer. The support contractor must give the customer the feeling that  he is objective, 
because without that feeling of objectivity, he gets passive compliance or passive resistance 
from the customer. To get the help the contractor needs in getting the information and 
capability to do the job that  he has contracted to do, he must remember tha t  he is part of a 
staff. However, that does not mean he should always wait to be told to do something. He 
must be a n  active participant who always remembers that he is a staff participant. The 
support contractor develops staff recommendations for actions to be taken by the customer 
in the performance of his mission. 
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Mr. Brewington: The floor is now open for any questions that you might have. 
You may direct them to a particular panelist. Mr. Garrett, of course, talked on the Corps 
of Engineers; Mr. Dunham, on TVA, and Mr. Milloway, on DOE. 

Question: From initial selection to award of contract, is there any effort being 
made in view of inflation and other factors to raise the limit that necessitates a n  audit? I 
know this is a time-consuming process, and it seems that you could savc some time by 
raising that $100,000 limit. 

Mr. Garrett: Yes, there is a n  effort to do that. We have tried to get it raised to 
$325,000 and we might even get it raised to $500,000. If the limit is raised, it would cut 
our time by about 45 days. If the limit is raised to $325,000 we think it will eliminate 
about 60 to 70% of the audits that  we have to make and would considerably speed up the 
process. 

Question: I have a question for Mr. Garrett. We like what we heard Mr. Milloway 
say about having the A-E firms that design the project get involved in title 111, the 
construction and observation phase. It  is  my understanding that the Corps of Engineers 
does not do this, and I wondered why because a s  professionals we would like to carry our 
responsibility all the way through. Possibly my assumption is wrong, but I know that in 
some of my firm's assignments we have not had that opportunity. The job was done 
before we knew anything about it. 

Mr. Garrett: I think you are right. We do not have A-E firms involved with 
construction and observatinn to the extont that DOE does. We do in some places. One of 
the reasons for this is that we are involved with so many small contracts that tend to 
overlap. We find it more efficient from a dollar standpoint to have our own people there 
to do the inspection. However, on some big jobs, hospital jobs and particularly some of 
our overseas work, we are using what we call title I1 a's opposed to their title 111, which is 
inspection and consultant services during the construction process. However, this is only 
about 5 to 10% of our work a s  opposed to 90 to 100% of theirs. 

Question: I understand that  Congress is going to reprogram for cost overruns on 
their own new office building. 

Mr. Garrett: I just read that  they had more than a 100% overrun. I have no idea 
what Congress is going to do, sir. With regard to this bid, I had to testify before Guy 
McKay's committee, and the report that came out had no bearing on the testimony. It  
was written by a young man named Smith whose previous experience with this 
committee's work was in the General Accounting Office. That is part of the trouble with 
some of these things. The report was preconceived. Congress had no notion what the 
problem was, and they still do not know because they did not pay any attention to the 
testimony. 

Mr. Milloway: I might add that DOE also has a 25% overrun limitation on most 
complex projects, and when that limitation is reached, we have to go back to Congress 
for reprogramming. On more conventional projects we have a 10% limit. 

Mr. Brewington: Do we have any questions of any of the A-Es or the government 
representatives? I would say that some things Mr. Schrader suggested are beyond the 
control of the individual agencies that operate with A-Es. However, the time allowed to 
respond to a Commerce Business Daily announcement is within our control, and I expect 
we will give that  some consideration. I do not know what we are asking for. About 21 
days? 



Mr. Schrader: I appreciate what you have said, Percy. I accept that, of course. The 
suggestions that I had made with respect to changes in  the system were only a 
summary. There have been some very fine thoughts presented in periodicals of the 
National Society of Professional Engineers in the last year or two. I am saying that from 
a government point of view we need to improve the system. I a m  not saying that one 
paragraph of my talk is enough to change everything. 

Mr. Brewington: Yes, Hank, I certainly agree; I think that anyone from the 
government side who deals with the A-E selection system knows that  we need to 
continually update and improve it. We lived with the 251 system for many, many years 
and transferred over. I think there is much room for improvement in the 254 and 255 
system. Do we have any other questions from the audience? 

Question: I have a question for Mr. Carroll. I believe Mr. Carroll said that systems 
engineering was whatever you wanted to make out of it, and I wondered if he could put 
forth a very simple definition for those of us who just do not know anything about it a t  
all. 

Mr. Carroll: I think that the answer is the application of a systematic approach to 
the analysis of requirements and the delineation of the means by which those 
requirements will be met, with final inspection to ensure that Lhey have been met. I can 
give you a couple of illustrations in a n  industry that thought it invented systems 
engineering, the so-called aerospace industry. I had the good fortune, I guess you could 
say, of being a systems manager in the Apollo spacecraft program. I found when I came 
on the program, which was about seven months after the contract award and about nine 
years before it was finished, that we had people who were designing propulsion systems, 
stabilization control systems, and life support systems without having anything in the 
way of a specification with which to comply. To me the essence of systems engineering is 
the use of specs which start from a systematic analysis of the requirement, establish the 
various interface requirements, and set priorities to await interfacing. 

Mr. Brewington: The gentleman who asked that question practices systems 
engineering, but he may not recognize it a s  that. When energy conservation began to be 
in 'vogue, UCCND went through the new Engineering Building with a systems 
engineering study and reduced energy consumption by 65%. I think that's a good 
example of what can be done with systems engineering. In  closing, let me say a couple of 
things. In the decade of the 1980s, energy will not be the only thing we will be dealing 
with, but I think it is going to be the most important thing we will be dealing with. I 
think meeting the challenge of energy in the decade of the 1980s is going to require the 
government and the private sector a t  all levels to work in a team effort. 




